
Practise the spellings below. Can you 
write a sentence using each word?

what
who

when
with

where

Practise adding multiples of 10 together:
30+40=70

Start by writing the sum out and adding 
the 10s together. 3 tens + 4 tens= 7 tens.
SHEET ATTACHED

Finish by doing some sums in your head 
and maybe going over 100: 70+50=120

In PE we came up with 3 things we 
would like to see in each lesson.
We came up with:
1. Everyone joining in
2. Clapping and cheering
3. Children never giving up

Can you add to our list? Please send 
in ideas so we can share them.

Big Writing - plan

Think of 2 animals which you could 
include in a story: snail and a whale.

Decide where your story will be set: sea

What will the weather be like? Sunny 
then thunderstorms.

Read 3 times during the week.

Complete your Big Maths online.

Spend 10 minutes on Times Tables 
Rockstars 

Spend 10 minutes on IDL.

We are looking at the similarities and 
differences between the UK and Kenya.

Please start by looking at the wildlife you 
might see in the wild in both countries. 

Drawing the flags of England and Kenya 
is a nice visual way of showing one 
difference.

The small group of Year 2 in school and 
Mr Maher enjoy doing maths outside in 
the fresh air.

Please send in any photos or videos of 
you practising your maths and times 
tables.

Practise adding 1 digit numbers to a 
multiple of ten. The faster you can do this 
the better: 60+5= 65.

Try to avoid counting every number: 
61,62,63,64,65.

Finish by doing some sums in your head 
and maybe using 3 digit numbers: 
120+6=126

We looked at the United Kingdom in 
class last week. 

Can you learn the 4 countries and 4 
capital cities of the UK?

If you come up with a great way of 
remembering  them, please let Year 2 in 
school know. 
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